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THE BALLOT AT SHELL PATCH
By: Margaret Mackay

58 names of potential opal miners were drawn from
a total of 221 registrations on 16 March 2017, when
the South Australian Government released three
parcels of land at the well known Shell Patch on the
Coober Pedy Precious Stones Fields.
The mining ballot was designed to enable opal miners to
recommence prospecting in an area that had been set aside
for four decades as water bore reserves.
The re-allocation of the land for opal mining was apparently
agreed as part of the 2015 negotiations of the Indigenous
Land Use Agreement over the Coober Pedy Precious Stones
Fields, after pegging claims in the creeks was disallowed.
The ballot began around 9am and was conducted at Shell
Patch Diggings by the Opal Mining Registrar.
The three sections combined total 1.65 km2.; 1. Section
752 - (Shellpatch Bore); 2. Section 753 - (Sputnik Bore);
3. Section 756 - (Stuart Range No 7 Bore)
Holders of current precious stones prospecting permits
had to register their interest with the Mine’s Department
in Coober Pedy. Once drawn successful parties were
required to peg claims immediately.
On the day, the excitement was reminiscent of a type of
opal rush with a similar ballot last performed at the old
Mintabie Airstrip two decades ago.
Opal mining family Josphine and Terry Brennan-Kuss were
there on Thursday as ballot hopefuls and were also present
at the historic Mintabie Airstrip ballot. The local ‘rushstyle’ ballot was of a much smaller scale with no recent
opal finds in the vicinity recorded.
After the ballot Terry said, “Hopefully the spotlight on the
Shell Patch might just spur a few people back into mining
again. It remains to be seen if any opal actually comes of
there or not”, he said.
“In my opinion the Shell Patch ballot was a shemozzle
and should have been gridded out beforehand like it was
at the Mintabie Ballot in 1996. Here, people left before
the ballot finished because they didn’t think they would
get a claim. There was also a lot of overpegging and
confusion, so a grid system would have been better.”
“We don’t need more ground though, we need more opal
miners”, he said.
“One of our friends from Queensland flew in and pegged
a claim seperately to the ballot, and will probably spend at
least $200,000 here while his claim is worked. We need
to bring fresh blood here or we will end up with the same
group of old men”, said Terry.
Mining Association President Paul Reynold said (in 2014)
that he had a short lived, but profitable partnership with
Mark Absolom at Shell Patch and 17 mile fields. That is
where Paul first tunnelled underground with a 30 ton
excavator that he bought from earnings at Reynold’s Ridge
an opal field named in his memory by the local Mine’s
Department. Reynold’s Ridge also had a short-lived ‘minirush’.
Miner’s Association’s John Dunstan (also of Donna’s Rush
fame) worked at the Shell Patch in 1971 and told the ABC
that he didn’t get a claim in the local ballot but he was
able to peg the claim of his choice later in the day when
pegging became a free for all.

Friends gather before the Ballot at Shell Patch. L-R Donna and Ed Punchard (WA); long term mining
family Roger Bulovic, (two others) Dean Bulovic, Rade Bulovic and Monique Harding

ROAD TESTING A ‘HANDSHAKE’ AGREEMENT AT SHELL PATCH!
A highlight of the Shell Patch land release was the puzzling
inclusion of a ‘heritage’ dugout and corrugated iron hut
that have withstood the test of time to date, and the potential
for their willing destruction.
There is a definite lack of interest amongst the mining
fraternity for preserving any memorial to fellow opal
miners. Fortunately at a quieter and possibly more
intellectual level there is strong support for the preservation
of evidence that serves as milestones in our history. To
this end we are fortunate to have an Historical Society
and others who are able to coordinate such things, if they
are made aware of historical features.
Coober Pedy has little or no evidence of the harsh living
conditions of early opal miners, unlike Andamooka who
still have their pioneering history and early dwellings intact.
Some are calling it ignorance, lack of vision, recklessness,
deliberate, accidental. Despite being a century old, Coober
Pedy’s ‘managers’ have never quite managed to preserve
a legacy that provides living evidence of a proud and rich
opal mining heritage, no matter how humble and colourful
the players throughout history have been.
Newly registered opal miner Duncan McLaren spoke of
the recent provisional heritage listings at Shell Patch. “I
think it is worth noting that sometimes we cannot see the
forest for the trees. Sometimes we cannot appreciate the
heritage value of a site because we have been too close to
it for too long, and we cannot see the thing as others
might see it,” said Duncan.
“A heritage site may be seen as silly or a waste of time to
some locals of an area, but when viewed by people from
a different place, is fascinating and interesting. Our town
must work to preserve the little things that make up our
history and are unique to our locale, because these are the
things that people come from all over the world to see.”

After the ballot a ‘traditional’ boundary dispute at the old
Crocodile Harry dugout evolved. Dugout claimant Mr.
Brett Trueman said he was approached rather haphazardly
for a discussion with a proxy for the adjoining claim, and
the Mine’s Department.
“Discussions ensued with the proxy, myself, Mine’s
Department officials Ashley and Matt, and also present
was the Council dugout inspector/Miners Rep.”
“In my opinion the ‘meeting’ lacked procedural fairness
however the following is my take on the ‘agreement of
sorts’,” said Trueman.
“A ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ as I now understand it, that
certain mining protocols will be observed,” he said.
1) No dirt will be pushed from the abutting claim into the
historic cuts on my claim.
2) Access to my claim will not be denied by any other
miner. The historic road between my claim and the claim
immediately to the north of me will not be mined; viz.,
this virgin ground will remain in tacto. in toto.
3) Abutting claim holder will leave a 3m easement along
the northern boundary of his claim, at least to the extent
of the dugout. Further along the matter is still to be
negotiated; i.e., along an historic cut. That is to say the
other cut or secondary cut on my claim.
4) Abutting claim holder will step his cut out so as not to
breach the dugout.
5) Abutting claim-holder’s cut will be backfilled.
6) At no time will anyone undercut my claim. (implied)
7) At no time will anyone compromise the structural
integrity of the dugout or cuts on my claim. (implied)
8) At all times the parties to this discussion/agreement
will act in good faith. (implied)
To be continued!
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The Opal Capital of
the World
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Please Drive Carefully and
remember
Coober Pedy is a lizard
friendly town
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RENEWABLE HYBRID PROJECT
AT COOBER PEDY

This meeting was held too late to appear in last
edition of CPRT

EDL: Energy Developments Coober Pedy
Renewable Hybrid Project held their presentation to
the Coober Pedy Community on the 8th March 2017

Those present from EDL were Shane McLaughlin, Chief
Operating Officer; Keith Barker, Executive General
Manager Technology and Greg Erasmus, Project Manager.
Delivering the project safely continues to be a focus of
the project team
Major wind turbine and solar PV works completed safely
EDL remains committed to complete the work without
injury to any person working on the project, or any
significant environmental incident or breach
EDL has completed the upgrade of the old DCCP 6.6kV
Switchboard. This was completed at EDL’s cost, and has
considerably enhanced the ongoing safety and welfare of
DCCP’s local linesman and operators.

Recent activity
December

Completion of Stuart Highway underbore
Battery system factory test

January

Completion of PV array installation
Completion of Wind turbine installation
Installation of PV inverter
Completion of new switchboard

February

Solar and Wind Commissioning
HV Changeover

March

Enabling equipment test
Remainder of equipment arrives at power station
Final construction
Commissioning begins

April / May / June

Commissioning
Project completion – early July 2017

Construction Jobs
Opportunities for local suppliers via EDL and its
contractors
To 30th January 2016, 30 locals have completed >5,350
hours on the Project for EDL and its suppliers – greater
than 20% of site hours worked on the project

Operational jobs
Vegetation management and PV cleaning will be required;
details will be determined once operations commence

Local services during construction
Accommodation, meals, supplies - $0.4 million initial
estimate of local expenditure during construction

Enabling technologies - RESISTORS

Above: After the meeting local discussion with EDL

• A second major concern in renewable projects is Community Benefits
dissipating excess power.

Annual Sponsorship of Community Events

• When system load drops (e.g. after the 7pm evening • EDL has committed annual sponsorship of $5,000 for
peak), the system needs to dissipate the excess power.
This is referred to as ‘spill’.

Gem Trade Show, $5,000 for Opal Festival and $15,000
for other community events, starting in FY2018

• Excess renewable energy is ‘spilled’ to a large bank of • EDL will make a contribution to the Gem Trade Show
resistors, which are effectively very large heaters.
• In addition, the resistors ensure that the system remains

stable – i.e. maintains the frequency at very close to 50Hz.
This is the standard frequency of the electricity grid in
Australia, and all electrical appliances etc. are designed
for this frequency. Ensuring that the system operates
continuously at this frequency ensures system stability,
and ensures that equipment is not damaged.

• Renewable energy is not wasted, rather the system has

been very carefully designed around the load at Coober
Pedy, and the wind and solar that is installed to maximise
the amount of renewable energy that is utilised, and to
ensure system stability at all times. The final major
equipment component of the system is batteries.

Enabling technologies BATTERIES

and Opal Festival of 2017 ahead of the committed 2018
start date

Early Solar Generation
• EDL commenced generation from solar PV array on 1
March 2017
• Delivering diesel savings and creation of green credits
(LGCs) prior to project completion
• EDL and DCCP have agreed to share the cost savings
• Once the project is complete (July 2017), DCCP will
receive 100% of the value of green credits
During question time, there were a number of lengthy
comments from a few individuals admirably making an
effort to convert their knowledge from old diesel
technology to the modern more complex combination of
diesel, wind and solar.

• Battery cost has reduced considerably over the past few A number of questions arose that were based on the
years, and there is considerable research and development
in the field, particularly with consumer electronics (e.g.
mobile phones), electric cars / buses (e.g. Tesla), as well
as in power system applications.

DCCP series of accusations against the State Governement
and EDL and fed through an Adelaide news outlet.
Unfortunately the tape recording was partially illegible (due
to poor acoustics in the Greek Hall).

Enabling technologies DUPS

• Batteries are not yet cost effective enough to provide We heard that electricity prices would not be rising due to
• A key concern in renewable (mainly wind and solar) large scale storage for a town such as Coober Pedy.
energy supplier EDL. We heard that the DCCP will

projects is ensuring that there is sufficient power at all
times.

• When renewables are not available (wind changes, cloud
cover etc.), the system needs to ensure that there is
sufficient power. It there is not, power disruptions will
result.
• The Coober Pedy system addresses this primarily
through the DUPS.
• The DUPS is a large spinning flywheel attached to a
generator, which is kept rotating at all times that renewables
are operating.
• If required, the DUPS provides instantaneous power to

the system.

However, the batteries provide:
• Immediate storage if there is an excess of renewable
energy

purchase power for reselling at a price that will not be
disclosed to the community.
Cr Freytag wanted it noted that he believes the contract

• Immediate power supply if there is a shortage of that the council signed with EDL was on the basis that
renewable energy

• Overall, the batteries ensure that the DUPS is utilised

optimally, which results in less diesel being used, and
maximises the renewable energy penetration of the system.

the Government gave a 20 year guarantee for the RAES
subsidy, and that Minister Koutsantonis said in Parliament
a few days before their guarantee of our RAES subsidy
was only valid for this government’s term in office and
that they couldn’t lock in a future government.

Enabling technologies CONTROL SYSTEM In response to a question asked about the tender process:
• The final system component is the control system.
• This is a very sophisticated system that ensures that all

EDL confirmed that DCCP did not go out to tender. EDL
said they had identified Coober Pedy as a good candidate
to apply for ARENA funding under IRAR Program and
that anyone could have done the same.

of the components – wind, solar, batteries, DUPS,

• There are no supply interruptions, no voltage drops on resistors work in conjunction with the existing power EDL proposed the concept to DCCP in June 2013 and
were given the go-ahead.

the system, no flicker.

station.

• Customers do not see any change, their supply is
maintained, unnecessary trips are avoided, and damage
to equipment is prevented

• It is expected that the system will result in approximately Firstly EDL sumitted an ‘expression of interest’ then a

Thursday 23 March 2017

70% renewable energy penetration over the 20+ years of
life anticipated for the station.
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full application to ARENA both had a letter of support.
Both were at EDL cost and risk. Continued on page 4.

Page 3

EDL answering the TENDER process question from
community - Continued from page 3.
EDL received offer of funding for ARENA. EDL went
through the SA GOVT co-ordinator general "unsolicited
proposal" process
EDL understand DCCP and SA Gov. both separately
received advice to proceed a Power Purchase Agreement
without a tender.
The ARENA process saw them conduct technical and
commercial due diligence before funding agreement; after
it and they continue to scrutinise our progress - technical
and cost.
The ARENA process included an audit by Ernst and Young
on EDL’s own tender process for all the project
components
Until the Power Purchase Agreement was agreed and
executed everything was at EDL risk.

THE PAPER-TRAIL
By Margaret Mackay

The Coober Pedy Regional Times has received a number
of requests to try and clarify the energy accusations for
the community! As COMMERCIAL IN
CONFIDENCE documents are not available to us, the
Editor has sourced publicly available reports and minutes.
These documents were produced by Council and predate
the agreement that was signed.
As a ratepayer and elector, I have expressed a few
concerns of my own on page 5.
PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING REPORT &
CHECK-LISTS ....

NOTICE is hereby given that a Special Meeting of
Council will be held on Tues 13th May 2014 at 5.15 pm
AGENDA
1. OPENING
2. ATTENDANCE RECORD
2.1 Present
2.2 Apologies
3. PROCEEDINGS
3.1 Renewable Hybrid Project – Arena Funding
(Consideration to be dealt with pursuant to the provisions
of Sections 90 (3)(d) of the Local Government Act 1999).
4. CLOSURE
Report To: Council
From: Phil Cameron, Chief Executive Officer & Damien
Clark, Finance & Administration Manager
Date: 13/05/2014
Subject: Renewable Hybrid Project – Arena Funding
Purpose of Report:
To give in principle endorsement to a full application
on the Renewable Hybrid
Project to ARENA
For information, consideration and resolution by Council
Report:
Mr Gavin Blakeman from Energy Developments Remote
Energy (EDRE) gave a presentation to Council at its July
2013 meeting in regards to a future solar and wind power
generation proposal for Coober Pedy.

Council at its meeting held on the 20th August 2013 resolved
that:- C78-13
That Council offer in principle support to Energy
Developments Limited in submitting an expression of interest
to the ARENA Regional Remote Renewables program for
the development of renewable power for the
Coober Pedy Power Station.
EDRE therefore have:• submitted an initial expression of interest proposal to the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) and have
been requested now to submit a full application by the 15th
May 2014.
• been granted approval to erect a test wind monitoring tower
to get confirmation of the wind resource for the next 12 month
period.
• submitted a Term Sheet – Hybrid Renewable, Diesel
Power Purchase Agreement including indicative tariffs to
this special meeting for discussion.

Page 4

COUNCIL’S PAPER-TRAIL PRE
EDL AGREEMENT
The tariffs are based on the latest cost and project schedule
estimates and assumptions regarding ARENA funding
contribution. EDRE don’t expect the overall estimates and
assumptions to alter significantly going forward. The hybrid
renewable project delivers to Council a Net Present Cost
reduction over 20 year PPA of $5.23m or 5.7%. In addition
with approximately 70% of renewable energy generation,
the Council’s exposure to diesel price volatility is substantially
reduced. There is a risk change from variable diesel
generation to more of a fixed cost with wind and solar.
Current Agreement:The current Power Purchase Agreement between StateWest
Power Pty Ltd (now EDRE) and Council was signed on the
5th January 2004 to supply power for a period of 15 years
expiring during 2018. The agreement has provision to extend
the supply period by a period of 5 years.
Due that Council has a current power purchase agreement
with EDRE and that EDRE are looking at a new Renewable
Hybrid Power Generation proposal it is prudent to look at
what form of procurement process is necessary to ensure
“value for money”. As a result legal advice (taking into
account Council’s procurement policy and the EDRE
proposal) has been obtained from KelledyJones Lawyers
who have advised:In having regard to the content and tenor of the Policy and
the considerations as set out in general form at pages 10–
13 in particular of the Renewable Revolution Pty Ltd
overheads that you have provided to me, it is my opinion that
• on the basis of the approach and the disclosure of the
intellectual capital by EDL you would be justified in
determining that there is only one such supplier reasonably
available to the Council to achieve the objectives set out in
the overheads,
• that the services being proposed are sufficiently
specialized,
• supplemented by the fact that EDL approached the
Council with the proposal and is a known entity and provider
to the Council plus other reasons including those of
achieving positive environmental outcomes, that
• the Council may justifiably resolve to waive compliance
with its Procurement Policy and proceed to treat with just
EDL in relation to the contract opportunity.
As a matter of due caution and to ensure that any suggestions
of maladministration can be readily defended, I also
recommend that if the Council does proceed in this manner
that it retain its own specialist consultant to advise it that the
costs of the services proposed to be embodied in the contract
and fair and reasonable and unlikely to be improved through
market testing.
Where to from here:•
EDRE to present to Council on the project at this
meeting and then submit a full application to ARENA by 15th
May 2014.
•
latest project update including the Term Sheet
Agreement requires further in principle support from Council.
•
EDRE will look at a future community consultation
proposal.
•
consult with the Minister and the Energy Markets &
Programs Division (DMITRE) to seek a commitment from
the State Government for ongoing RAES subsidy to continue
for the duration any ongoing contract proposal.
Also to ensure that parity for residential and businesses is
sustained as a result of the recent OPAL power campaign.
•
a final investment decision will be required by all
parties - March/April 2015
•
Council will need to undertake a prudential report
as per its policy in accordance with Section 48 of the Local
Government Act 1999.
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At the May special Council meeting EDRE propose to:1. Analysis of the renewable energy resource (solar and wind)
based on information obtained to date
2. Outline of how the hybrid generation would operate,
including modelling results from the last 3 years of actual
data (2011-2013)
3. Historical volatility of diesel prices
4. Proposed PPA terms and tariffs for hybrid project, and
savings to Council (including relevant sensitivity analysis)
Information tabled for Members information includes:EDRE – Renewable Energy for Coober Pedy presentation
March 2014.
KelledyJones - legal opinion dated 4th April 2014.
EDRE – Draft Term Sheet: Hybrid Renewable-Diesel Power
Purchase

Agreement
There are some financial risks to Council with
this project.
The first risk is that DMITRE will not be a party to a new
funding agreement with Council after the current 5 year
agreement expires. I raise this as a risk that is unlikely to
come into reality, however whenever we look at such a long
term contract we need to be aware that the current funding
agreement with DMITRE does not cover the full term of the
proposed PPA contract.
The second risk is that DMITRE will not take on the first 5
years of extra costs that have been proposed. For this project
to provide savings to the Council/Government it requires 5
years of extra expenses. The project does not “breakeven”
until year 2026, on current projections.
The third risk is that the inflation rate and Diesel escalation
rate will not go up as proposed.
If Inflation rate is lower than the 3% proposed, and diesel
escalation is higher than the 4% proposed the savings to
Council/DMITRE will be larger. Likewise if the inflation rate
is higher than 3% and the diesel escalation is lower than 4%
then there maybe no savings at all with this project. I have
attached some graphs to show the different savings with
different CPI and diesel escalations.
Therefore both Council and DMITRE need to be aware that
the assumptions about this project need to be rigorously
examined when committing to a Hybrid PPA agreement.
Management Plan Drivers
Strategic Plan Reference
•
Goal 1 – Enhance the economic prosperity of
Coober Pedy
•
Goal 2 – Improve the social wellbeing of Coober
Pedy
•
Goal 5 – Sustain local government services
Finance / Budget
•
Nil commitment until a final investment decision is
required March/April 2015
Risk / Asset Management
•
High – Prudential report required

Recommendation
That Council offer in principle support to Energy
Developments Limited in submitting a full application to
the ARENA Board for its Hybrid Renewable-Diesel power
proposal for the future supply of power for Coober Pedy.
That prior to committing to any new final future long term
agreement for a Hybrid Renewable-Diesel proposal that a
commitment for ongoing RAES subsidy is agreed for the
contract duration with the State Government (including
parity for residential and businesses as agreed via the OPAL
campaign).
That Council engages a suitable consultant to undertake a
prudential report on the Hybrid Renewable-Diesel power
proposal in accordance with Council’s policy and Section
48 of the Local Government Act 1999.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
Thursday 23 March 2017

Continued from previous page
MINUTES of the Special Meeting of Council held on
Tuesday 13th May 2014 in the Council Chambers,
Hutchison Street, Coober Pedy, commencing at 5.20 pm
1. OPENING
Mayor Steve Baines welcomed Councillors and staff and declared
the meeting open

COUNCIL’S PAPER-TRAIL PRE
EDL AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED in a confidential meeting
held on 19 January 2016, parts of which are now in the
public domain, where councillors voted to execute a Power
Purchase Agreement on behalf of the residents of Coober
Pedy and with EDL.
The meeting was attended by the Mayor, Michelle Provatidis
and 4 councillors, Kyle Hay, Boro Rapaic, Peter Pantelis
and Paul Reynolds as well as Interim CEO Tony Renshaw

2. ATTENDANCE RECORD
2.1 Present Mayor Steve Baines

Councillors Cr R Berry, Cr D Bowman, Cr B Rapaic,
and Cr R Walker
In Attendance P Cameron, Chief Executive Officer
D Clark, Finance & Administration Manager
T Gordon, Energy Development Limited
K Barker, Energy Development Limited
N Smith, DMITRE
G Velaitis, DMITRE
J Williams, Executive Assistant

Residents arriving for the meeting with EDL 8
January 2017

A second motion to affix the council seal to the agreement
was moved and seconded by Cr Peter Pantelis and Cr Kyle
Hay respectively.

Council’s paper-trail gives rise to the

2.2 Apologies Cr C Crisa and Cr P Athanasiadis

following concerns

3. PROCEEDINGS

1.) Is the contract between DCCP and EDL valid or not?

3.1 Renewable Hybrid Project – Arena Funding
(Consideration to be dealt with pursuant to the provisions
of Sections 90 (3)(d) of the Local Government Act 1999).
(OUTCOME)Moved: Cr B Rapaic Seconded: Cr R Walker
SC06-14

2) Is the council aware that there is a $48m penalty clause
in the contract?
Wind turbine blade arriving by road transport

That Council offer in principle support to Energy
Developments Limited in submitting a full application to the
ARENA Board for its Hybrid Renewable-Diesel power
proposal for the future supply of power for Coober Pedy.

3) How did the Resonant Solutions Report’ (paid for by
Coober Pedy Ratepayers) become viewed, discussed and
dismissed in Adelaide and not in Coober Pedy?
4) Considering this checklist item: Risk / Asset
Management •High – Prudential report required
Did any councillors request to see the Resonant Solutions
Report before they signed off on the agreement? For eg. via
Questions on notice or Questions without notice?

That prior to committing to any new final future long term
agreement for a Hybrid Renewable-Diesel proposal that a
commitment for ongoing RAES subsidy is agreed for the
contract duration with the State Government (including parity
for residential and businesses as agreed via the OPAL
campaign).
That Council engages a suitable consultant to undertake a
prudential report on the Hybrid Renewable-Diesel power
proposal in accordance with Council’s policy and Section
48 of the Local Government Act 1999.

Councillors Rapaic and Reynolds moved and seconded
the motion to adopt the 20 year agreement. The motion
was “carried”.

5) Advice that Council will need to undertake a prudential
report as per its policy in accordance with Section 48 of the
Local Government Act 1999. Question: Did we pay for this
advice, as well as for the report that nobody read?
6.) Did the council seek a second independent opinion?
New control room at Coober Pedy power station

7.) Was due diligence on the contract adhered to before the
councillors ordered the local council seal to be affixed?

CARRIED

ROCK HUNTER DOCO AT SHELL PATCH
Retired opal miners
spending a day out at
the Shell Patch ballot
ended up as extras on a
Rock Hunter doco!
Katherine Barrett and her
film
crew
from
Prospero Productions in
Western Australia are seen
here shooting film footage
at the Shell Patch on the day
of the ballot when three
sections of land combined
total of 1.65 km2 were
released into the precious
stones opal fields.
The production crew was
able to put together footage
for a future documentary
using a real life scenario at
Coober Pedy.
The former miners were in
their element. At one time
film crews were a way of
life on the opal fields.
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ROXBY DOWNS & WHYALLA WIN
FUND MY IDEA

Two vital projects in the far and mid
north have received $50,000 from the
State Government’s public-voted
Fund My Idea program.
The RSPCA will receive $35,000 to
upgrade its Whyalla facility and expand
its emergency boarding service through
the construction of up to nine kennels and
two exercise areas.

The works will be carried out by
community volunteers and local businesses.
Fund My Idea is a grant program delivered
through the State Government’s Country
Cabinet program.

The Government conducts three Cabinet
meetings in regional areas of South Australia
each year. Up to $50,000 is allocated
through Fund My Idea in each Country
Cabinet round for projects that will assist
This will help the RSPCA provide the region meet its economic and social
emergency boarding for pet-owning needs.
residents such as people escaping
domestic violence, people needing urgent Project proposals are received from and are
medical attention, and people who are voted on by those communities.
homeless due to a housing crisis.
Through the nine Country Cabinet Fund My
The Arid Recovery Education Centre, Idea programs to date, 355 ideas were voted
outside Roxby Downs, will receive on with 22,255 votes cast. Sixteen
$15,000 to develop a field classroom for community-driven projects have received
wildlife education and visitors to the arid a share of $400,000.
zone.
For this round of Fund My Idea, anyone
This project will enable school students, living in the eligible areas of Whyalla and
community groups and tourists to the Central Outback region could submit an
idea.
encounter native animals in the wild. A
large classroom and bunkrooms for Ten eligible submissions were received, all
overnight camps will be constructed of which were published on the YourSAy
through the use of retrofitted, second-hand website and made available for voting. The
buildings that have been donated by the submissions received 1395 votes.
Roxby Downs Caravan Park.
“The projects selected will provide a
Communities and Social Inclusion welcome boost to the community and have
Minister Zoe Bettison said, “As part of the a positive effect on local employment.”
Country Cabinet program, the State
Government provides funding for public- “I congratulate all of the entrants and the
suggested and community-selected ideas winners for being part of this innovative
throughout the regions.”
program.”

Local member for Giles Eddie Hughes visiting the Whyalla RSPCA after
the funding announcement pictured with the Manager Martin Carolan
“The RSPCA’s new pet emergency boarding
upgrade will help relieve anxiety for people
who are already having to cope with the worst
life can throw at them – people escaping from
domestic violence, for example, or struggling
with homelessness.”
Regional Development Minister Geoff Brock
said, “We received ten excellent ideas for the
Whyalla and Central Outback area, and the
community has voted for two standouts.”

Member for Giles Eddie Hughes said,
“The local branch of the RSPCA does
great work and I’m really pleased they
will be able expand services here in
Whyalla.”
“And the Arid Recovery Education Centre
will help showcase the region’s amazing
flora and fauna in its natural habitat to
students, community groups and visitors
to the area.”

HARMONY DAY
Harmony Day is celebrated throughout
Australia on 21 March. It has become a
significant day of the year when
Australians are encouraged to celebrate the
cultural diversity of our country.
Coober Pedy in itself is a celebration of
multicultural inclusion. Harmony Day is a
reinforcement of this respect and an
opportunity to come together for a social
event.

Some of the events held on the town oval
on Harmony/Family Day, were a kids
soccer game, a relay sack race, and a senior
soccer game.
Volunteers worked tirelessly to ensure that
families had a wonderful time. With the
extended summer in the outback the
atmosphere was warm and inviting and
people were able to enjoy a variety foods.

Cristel, Lydia , Gina , Analyn, Elsie, Jerlyn & Flora celebrate Harmony/Family
Day at the oval together.

Ned Berovic and the Coober Pedy Desert Dragons Soccer Team
at Harmony Day. The soccer team is a broad mix of nationaliities
Thursday 23 March 2017
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LETTERS OPINIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

NEW
OPAL
MINER:
OPINION
DUNCAN’S NUMBER
APY CE IS CALLING FOR THE
COMES
UP!
POSTPONEMENT OF THE APY
EXECUTIVE BOARD
ELECTIONS 2017 UNTIL
FURTHER NOTICE
The APY Council of Elders condemns
in the strongest possible terms the
upcoming APY Executive Board
elections scheduled for 05 April 2017.
The Layton Review – is at its best RACIST
As a result of Layton’s recommended
changes to the membership of the
Executive Board i.e. one male and one
female from each electorate, Anangu sit in
despair. The review is proof that we have
no voice. We are shown no respect. We
must do what the perinpas dictate we do.
Layton argued that changes had to be made
“to make governance strong for the good
of all Anangu”.
Gender Balance is now law for
membership to the APY Executive Board.
Nowhere in Australian state or federal
politics is gender balance in place.
SA Parliament
• Layton’s report went to the Minister for
endorsement. The Minister in turn made
• changes as he saw fit and these
recommendations were put before
parliament and the
Amendment Act was introduced into
Parliament as a Bill on 22 June 2016.
• It passed the Legislative Council on 4
August 2016.
• Subsequently, it was passed by the House
of Assembly on 20 September 2016.
• The Amendment Bill was assented to by
his Excellency the Governor on 29
September 2016.

• The Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara
Land Rights (Miscellaneous) Amendment
Act 2016 was proclaimed by His
Excellency the Governor on 1 December
2016, and came into operation on 1
January 2017, except for s.13 which will
commence on 1 July
2017.
• Outcomes of the Layton review along
with the Minister’s and Parliamentary
approved amendments to our Act.
• As a consequence of the ”gender

balance” forced upon our culture our Act
now exposes us to an extremely dangerous
scenario - the very real possibility that
husbands/wives/mothers/fathers/
daughters/sons will, in all probability, be
able to take their place side by side on the
Executive Board; as evidenced with the
nominees for this current election. The
flood gates are now open for corruption
at a level never seen before on APY. Is this
what Layton had in mind when she stated
“to make governance strong for the good
of all Anangu?”
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• Two electorates saw nil female
candidates stand for the 2017 election
scheduled for April. As a result a
“supplementary election is required”. The
reality for these two electorates is that
two females MUST come forward to
stand for election on the Executive Board
- whether they want to or not!
This is human rights abuse endorsed by
the SA Minister and Parliament!
Where is there any sign of respect shown
for our culture?
• If an elected member dies or steps down
from the Executive Board a member of
the same sex ONLY must fill the position.
There is no room to elect the best possible
person to the position under this regime.
Male Anangu have been “accused” of
being the dominant force in our culture
by perinpas. This perception of our
culture is wrong and it is none of their
business and it does not give them the
right to force their ways upon us. Our
women have always been strong. Both
men and women have their own law and
culture. Women have never been excluded
from standing for election to the Executive
Board. This was demonstrated by the
previous Chairperson who was in fact a
woman and a member of the Executive
Board for many years!
The outcomes of the forced Layton
Review are proof –
colonisation is as strong today as it was
when Cook first set foot on our shores.
The “educated” parliamentarians in their
wisdom, by their actions and laws, have
set Anangu on a sure road to disaster and
despair with these latest changes to our
Land Rights Act.

Local Visitor Information Centre’s Duncan McLaren name is called out by Deputy Mining
Registrar, Jacqui Boland and Deputy Director of Compliance & Regulation Paul De Ionno

Due to my involvement with a
documentary film crew from Western
Australia, I was asked by the filmmakers to participate in the recent
ballot at the Shell Patch Diggings.

There were miners lending each other
nails, pegs, compasses, pens, paper, you
name it. I was struck by the friendliness
on display that day, with everyone
finishing every conversation by wishing
each other “good luck”.

Given there were over 200 entrants and only
50 or so claims available, I was not
optimistic about my chances.

For me, the best part of getting a claim
was that the film crew were in place to
capture the entire event on film, which
was what they hoped for. They filmed
me talking about what I would do if I got
a claim, they filmed me winning and
staking a claim, and now all that remains
is to film my partners and I pulling some
great colour out of Shell Patch… (closely
followed by footage of me spending my
share!)

So on the morning of the 16th of March, I
was treated to a spectacle unlike anything I
have ever seen on the opal fields: over 200
miners assembled in the one part of the field,
in a spirit of optimism and excitement.
I watched as name after name came out of
the draw, which was run by the Mines
Department with efficiency and with good
humour. Eventually, my name was called,
much to my surprise!
So with new-found partners and film
crew in tow, we set off to stake our claim.

I feel privileged to have been allowed to
participate in this program from start to
finish as I am certain it will make a
compelling documentary and can only
benefit the profile of our unique lifestyle
here in Coober Pedy.

It was amazing to watch all the activity and
the miners helping each other to stake their
claims. There were some new people who
were helped by experienced miners with the
intricacies of staking your claim and drawing
your map.

I would like to finish by thanking and
congratulating everyone who has worked
behind the scenes to secure this land
release and run the ballot, as I am sure it
has had a rejuvenating effect on opal
mining in our town.

The introduction of s.13 which will
commence on 1 July 2017 will see the
Minister being able to for any reason he
or she thinks fit, suspend the Executive
Board.
As it stands now we are threatened by
the Minister with the appointment of an
dministrator if we dare to question the
status quo.
These latest changes to our Land Rights
Act put simply are - soul destroying.
Not one sign of respect has been shown
to Anangu - the oldest culture.
The APY Council of Elders will tell this
story to all who will listen around the
world.

An excited Duncan after his number comes up in the ballot. WA film crew catch the
moment
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By Sue Britt
Recently four members of the Coober Pedy
Historical Society- Judy Underwood, Jenny
Davison, Edward Radeka and Sue Britt - completed
a training course in Collections MOSAiC presented
by Information Services & Technology consultants
Sally-Anne and Rew Whittington.

MOSAiC TRAINING FOR
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MEMBERS

MOSAiC is a collection management system designed for
use by museums, historical societies, galleries, libraries
and cultural heritage organizations that have collections
with heritage significance. Based around telling stories,
this data base records and combines information about
people, places and events by linking to object records as
well as between other people, places and events.
The three workshops were held in Daniel’s Den at the
Catacombs Church. The Historical Society thanks Geoff
and Tracey Piggott for their enthusiastic welcome and
support. It was a perfect venue.
Since 2013, the Historical Society’s digital archives have
been available to the public on four computers located in
the Visitor Information Centre at the Council and in the
Library using the Filemaker 11 database. This service
will continue.
The training course was just the first step in changing
over to MOSAiC. Treasurer Sue Britt said, “The hard
part of data entry, retrieval, reporting and exporting is
just beginning and it may be months before we can enter
enough of the collection to make it available for public
use.” Continuous updates will be one advantage of
MOSAiC.
The Historical Society extends sincere thanks to Kath
Mitchell for making the Society’s digital collection available
on her Filemaker 11 database and for the time, over years,
that she devoted to uploading material. (CPRT 5/12/13)
June McLean also donated many hours scanning archival
items.

REWARD
Missing cat Named
OTA 0409 781 534

Pictured are Edward Radeka, Sue Britt, Rew Whittington Jenny Davison and Judy Underwood.
The three workshops were held in Daniel’s Den at the Catacombs Church.
The purchases of a new computer, training, licences and
MOSAiC software were made possible by a Community
Heritage Grant awarded to the Historical Society by the
National Library of Australia (CPRT 17-11-16) This
heritage grant was the third won by the CPHS, the first
paid for the Significance Assessment in 2013, which
declared that Coober Pedy’s archive is of national
significance, and the second paid for a Preservation Needs
Assessment in 2015, which recommended purchase of a
new database which would enable the Committee to take
control of their digital collection and updates.
Collections MOSAiC was chosen after contacting
museums, other historical societies and heritage
organisations in South Australia and asking them to share
their experiences with MOSAiC. All agreed that the
system has worked for them and that IST’s training and
after sales support were important factors in their success.

Last seen near the Coober
Pedy Area School
Page 8

Judy Underwood said, “We look forward to sharing many
of our town’s fascinating stories with you in the future.”

Executive Assistant Judy Williams at the DCCP
shows visiting consultants Sally-Anne and Rew
Whittington the centenary wall hanging made by
the Historical Society members

Rew Whittington installing MOSAiC on library
computer

MOSAiC group at the altar in the underground
Catacomb Church
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The Shell Patch ballot
HIGHLIGHTS

Guy Foley worked at the Shell Patch during the
60s and 70s

Local retired opal miners visit the Shell Patch to
watch the event

Boris and Miroslav Markovich are second generation
opal miners who learned their skills in Andamooka.
In 1976 their father Stanislav brought the family to
Coober Pedy. Sadly Stanislav passed away in 1996

The Ned Berovic team waiting for the draw

Dave (CP Glassworks) and Les Kyle make up
their mining pegs on the back of the ute.

George Aslamatzis and Kosta Mitris both long
term in the opal industry. George is the star of
many opal mining documentaries

‘TREES FOR LIFE’ EXPERTS
COMING TO COOBER PEDY

There will be more photos of the ballot
published in a later edition

Coming up in April we have organised two Trees for Life experts to come
along to the region and run some free workshops on seed collection and
propagation of native plants in Coober Pedy (7/4/17) and Oodnadatta (10/4/17).
This will be a great opportunity to learn from the best some of the tips and
tricks of getting natives plants going whether it’s for home or paddock.
Please share with anyone you think might be interested in attending and let
me know if you can make it!

Seasoned miners enjoy the social atmosphere at a rare get together

Mike Maylin, Ralph Adamo and others waiting for the ballot to commence

Thursday 23 March 2017
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PUBLIC NOTICES & CLASSIES
See page 2 for Rates, Deadlines & Publishing Dates
CFS

PUBLIC NOTICE

The Coober Pedy

Coober Pedy Desert Dragons

AGM

Country Fire Service
urgently needs volunteers
right now!

PUBLIC NOTICE
BECOME part of an important
emergency response team?
RECEIVE training and learn
valuable skills
BECOME more accredited and
more self-confident.
Training Monday each
fortnight 7-9 pm. Call Wayne
Borrett 0439881049

FOR SALE - PROSPECTOR’S DUGOUT

Location with views
Originally built 1920’s

will be held at Johns Pizza Bar
Sunday the 26th March at
10am. Morning tea and
refreshments will be available.
Thanks to Johns Pizza Bar for
their support.

AGM
Tuesday 4th April
7pm,
Drive-in

Featured in a post card, ex show home. Professionally renovated. 4 bedrooms
plus. Hey dig more! This secure family home has too many features to list. All
furniture, electricals etc included -just move in! Plus newly tunnelled seperate
guest dugout. Asking $125K (REDUCED). Tel 0419032071

2017 APY and Coober Pedy Circuits
January

Coober Pedy

16 Jan

February

Ernabella
Amata

6 Feb
7 Feb

Fregon
Indulkana

8 Feb
9 Feb

March

Coober Pedy

20 Mar

April

Pipalyatjara
Fregon

3 April
4 April

Mimili
Indulkana

5 April
6 April

May

Coober Pedy

22 May

June

Ernabella
Amata

5 Jun
6 Jun

Mimili
Indulkana

7 Jun
8 Jun

July

Coober Pedy

24 Jul

August

Ernabella
Fregon

7 Aug
8 Aug

Mimili
Indulkana

9 Aug
10 Aug

September

Coober Pedy

25 Sep

October

Pipalyatjara
Amata
Mimili
Indulkana

9 Oct
10 Oct
11 Oct
12 Oct

November

Coober Pedy

27 Nov

December

Ernabella
Fregon
Mimili
Indulkana

11 Dec
12 Dec
13 Dec
14 Dec
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20 Jan
Registry
AJO –

23 Mar
Registry
AJO –

25 May
Registry
AJO -

27 Jul
Registry
AJO –

28 Sept
Registry
AJO –

30 Nov
Registry
AJO -
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PUBLIC NOTICES &
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HOST AN EXCHANGE STUDENT

MACHINERY FOR SALE

At Coober Pedy between Sunday 2nd
April until Saturday 8th April
We need several families who could give students accommodation and meals
during the Youth for Understanding (YFU) Exchange Student Program at
Coober Pedy and help them get to school.
Students will attend school from Monday 3rd April until Friday 7th April.

Wanted MC Driver to stay on site at
Prominent Hill mine site 5-6 Days a
week, will need MC Licence DG
Licence Road Train experience
preferred non drinker. Ph 088266400
email
compliance@oldno7transport.com

PUBLIC NOTICE
Youth for Understanding Exchange students at Coober Pedy
There are approximately 4 or 5 of students wanting to come to Coober Pedy. A
German boy and girl, several Italian girls, an Estonian girl, a Finnish girl and a
Brazilian boy and girl.

Mining Act 1971

As yet the students have not been selected for the visit. They are all approx.
16/17 years of age.

Notice is hereby given in accordance with
Section 28(5) of the Mining Act 1971 that the
delegate of the Minister for Mineral Resources
and Energy intends to grant Exploration Licences
over the areas described below.

Urgently needs volunteers
right now!

STROKE
AWARENESS
AND
SUPPORT

F.A.S.T.
SAVES LIVES
Use “FAST” to remember and
recognise the signs of stroke:

Face – Has the person’s

BECOME part of an important
emergency response team?
RECEIVE training and learn
valuable skills
BECOME more accredited and
more self-confident.

Training Monday each
fortnight 7-9 pm. Call
Wayne Borrett
0439881049
Page 11

mouth drooped?

Mining Act 1971
Notice is hereby given in accordance with Section
28(5) of the Mining Act 1971 that the delegate of
the Minister for Mineral Resources and Energy
intends to grant Exploration Licences over the
areas described below.
Applicant:

Outback Marble Company
(Aust) Pty Ltd
Location:
Boolooroo Goldfield Area approx. 25 km northeast of
Leigh Creek
Pastoral Leases: Leigh Creek, Burr Well
Term:
Three years
Area in km2:
62
Ref:
2016/00151
Applicant:
Location:

Applicant:

The Coober Pedy
Country Fire
Service

PUBLIC NOTICE

9" Exploratory Drill For Sale.
Almet Masters 9" drill on Acco T2670
bogie drive truck.
Augers to 75 feet - motor fully recon on
drill plus spare motor in going order.
Water tank and pump, reversing camera,
lots of spares, all in good going order ready to work. Truck in good going
order, unreg., good tyres plus spares.
Situated at Quilpie, Qld. $70,000 + GST.
Contact Richard 0419248407.

If your family can offer a friendly, supportive and caring home environment or you
think you might be interested to host one of these students please
contact Margaret Riches on 0412639049 or margaret@richesfamily.com.au

POSITION VACANT

Location:

Pastoral Leases:
Term:
Area in km2:
Reference number:
Applicant:
Location:

Pastoral Leases:
Term:
Area in km2:
Reference number:

BHP Billiton Olympic
Dam Corporation Pty Ltd
North Roxby
Downs area approx.
60km northwest of
Andamooka
Billa Kalina, Stuart Creek
Two years
368
2017/00011
BHP Billiton Olympic
Dam Corporation Pty Ltd
Acropolis South area
approx. 50km southwest
of Andamooka
Roxby Downs, Purple
Downs, Andamooka
Two years
308
2017/00012

Plans and co-ordinates can be found on the
Department of State Development website:
http://www.minerals.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/
exploration/public_notices
or by contacting Mineral Tenements on
08 8463 3103.
Community information on mineral exploration
licence processes and requirements under the
Mining Act 1971 is available from:
http://www.minerals.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/
land_access/community_information
or hard copy on request to Mineral Tenements.

Curnamona Energy Limited
Yalkalpo East area - approx.
180 km northeast of Olary
Pastoral Leases: Quinyambie
Term:
Two years
Area in km2:
77
Ref:
2017/00014
Applicant:
Location:

Curnamona Energy Limited
Moolawatana area - approx
160 km northeast of Leigh
Creek
Pastoral Leases: Moolawatana, Frome Downs
Term:
Two years
Area in km2:
196
Ref:
2017/00016
Plans and co-ordinates can be found on the
Department of State Development website:
http://www.minerals.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/
exploration/public_notices or by contacting
Mineral Tenements on 08 8463 3103.
Community information on mineral exploration
licence processes and requirements under the
Mining Act 1971 is available from: http://www.
minerals.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/land_
access/community_information or hard copy on
request to Mineral Tenements.
J Martin
Mining Registrar
Department of State Development
Delegate of the Minister for Mineral Resources
and Energy
PN1631

www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au

NEED TO
ADVERTISE?

J Martin
Mining Registrar
Department of State Development
Delegate of the Minister for Mineral
Resources and Energy
PN1614

www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au

Arms – Can they lift both
arms?
Speech – Is their speech
you?

Coober Pedy
Regional Times

Time – Time is critical. If you

email:cptimes@ozemail.com.au

see any of these signs, call

Tel: 08 86725920

slurred? Do they understand

triple zero (000) immediately.
Coober Pedy Regional Times
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What’s On

PLEASE REVISE YOUR ENTRIES
FOR THE COMING YEAR and KEEP
YOUR ENTRIES RELEVENT TO THE
COMMUNITY.
Send to cptimes@ozemail.com.au

MONDAY

the COOBER PEDY
COMMUNITY? & Visiting Services
Drop in Centre; 11:00 – 2:00;
Ages 8-17 (Sophie Reynolds)

MINE RESCUE/SES
Training (Alternate Saturdays)
0427725446
CP SHOOTERS CLUB

fortnight 7-9 pm. Call Wayne Borrett
0439881049

No shooting over the holidays
but pre-arranged shooting will
take place.
Ring John DiDonna on
0427649389 or Susy
Chapman on 0401092264 to
book a time .

Drop in Centre 3:00 – 6:00pm;
Ages 8-17 (Sophie Reynolds)
NETBALL PRACTICE commences
Tuesday 7th February at CPAS Gym
From 7.30pm - - 9.30pm
All Netball players are welcome.

CROATION CLUB

AMBULANCE TRAINING
7.30pm Umoona Road. Every
Tuesday except school holidays

SUNDAYS

WEDNESDAY

for the summer period, and will
resume again next year.
(Watch this space)

Wednesday-Links 11:00 –
2:00pm Ages 17 and older
(Sophie Reynolds)
Active Boys Group 3:155:00pm; Ages 8-17 (Sophie
Reynolds)

Happy Hour
Saturdays 6-7pm

FRIDAYS
GREEK HALL

7pm Charcoal BBQ & Salad
Every FRIDAY night
TWIGHLIGHT GOLF with a
social ambrose 3 – 6 hole
competition from 6pm

SUNDAY GOLF has ceased

CATACOMB Church Service
and Sunday School 9:30am
Sunday. Bus pickup available.
Ph 8672 5038

No shooting over the holidays
but pre-arranged shooting will
take place.
Ring John DiDonna on
0427649389 or Susy Chapman
on 0401092264 to book a time .
.

The National Bronco
Branding
Championships

GREEK CLUB - Bingo 7.30 pm

will be held in William Creek
on August 19th 2017.
Competitors from
Queensland, Northern
Territory and South Australia
will be competing. watch this
space for information or
contact Matt Williams on
86707975.

Coober Pedy Scrabble and
Backgammon 7.30pm
United Club . All skill levels welcome

Alice Springs Bronco
Branding Saturday
September 16th 2017

CP SHOOTERS CLUB
7pm Friday night Clay Target
Shotgun

AA Meeting
7 pm Catholic Church
Ph no. 1800222222
Late Night Fridays 6:00 –
10:00pm; 11-17(Sophie Reynolds)
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HOW TO
REMAIN PART
OF YOUR
COMMUNITY
The Coober Pedy Regional Times
will record a passing if we hear
about it, and particularly where
families choose to have their
relative acknowledged or
commemorated within the town
and it’s records.
Recording resident movement,
particularly from the opal mining
sector, or from any sector can be
important for our future records.

CP SHOOTERS CLUB
Active Girls Group 3:155:00pm; Ages 8-17 (Sophie
Reynolds)

TAX & FINANCIAL

SATURDAYS

CFS TRAINING Monday each

TUESDAY

in

Oodnadatta Camp Draft and
Bronco Branding Event
dates: 14-Jul-2017 to 15-Jul2017 http://
www.broncobrandingsa.com.au/
oodnadatta-camp-draft-andbronco-branding/

With social media playing a part in
self publishing, information does not
always reach us. Entries or
comments about a loved one on
social media are often lacking in
important detail, and in due course
may be deleted.
If you have information about a past
resident who may have made a
contribution (large or small) to
Coober Pedy or the opal industry, you
may wish to have an article that
recognises them in the Coober Pedy
Regional Times. You can send to the
editor at cptimes@ozemail.com.au

COUNCIL ELECTIONS

The next Local Council
elections will take place
during November 2018
STATE ELECTIONS

The next State election
will be held on 17
March 2018
SCHOOL TERM DATES

2017

Term 1: 30 January - 13 April
Term 2: 1 May - 7 July
National Walk Safely to
School - Friday 19 May 2017
Term 3: 24 July - 29 Sept
Term 4: 16 Oct - 8 Dec

Coober Pedy Regional Times

Incorporating
Waters & Younger
Ph: 8291 2111 Adelaide
Ph: 8672 5979 Coober Pedy
Fax: 8291 2101
Mob: Richard 0422 428 850
richard.younger@360private.com.au
Mob: Kezia 0414 522 392
kezia.manning@360private.com.au

2017 Visits to
Coober Pedy
30 January - 8 February
27 February - 3 March
19 - 28 April
15 - 19 May (to be confirmed)
13 - 28 July
14 - 18 August
4 - 15 September
16 - 28 October
13 - 24 November
4 - 8 December (to be confirmed)
Income tax returns lodged electronically for a
prompt refund (within 14 days subject to ATO)
We also specialize in providing sound, practical
accounting & taxation advice to individuals,
families, businesses & SMSF’s
Other services provided –
• preparation & lodgment of business activity
statements (BAS)
• registration for ABN’s, GST and Tax File
Numbers
• establishing new companies, superannuation
funds (SMSF) and trusts
• superannuation advice
• tax planning
• preparation of budgets
• general business advice
• auditing
• capital gains tax information, advice &
record-keeping
• estate planning (Wills etc)

What’s On
Enquiries
Email
cptimes@ozemail.com.au
or telephone
86725920
Family programs
in next edition
Thursday 23 March 2017

GUIDE TO SHOPS AND SERVICES
IN COOBER PEDY The Opal Capital of the World
Accommodation
Oasis Tourist Park 1
Restaurants
John’s Pizza Bar 2
Outback Bar & Grill 3

1

Opal Shops
Just Opals 4
Seven Stones Jewellers 5

7

RSL

8

Fuel Outlets
Opal Miner’s Enterprises 6
Bulls Garage 7

6
4

Other Services
Bridgestone Tyres 8
Mik Lee @ Bulls 7
Boland Backhoe Services
Coober Pedy Glass Works
McArdle’s Freight
Underground Books
Coober Pedy Glassworks

2

5

Cultural Clubs
Returned Soldiers League
Greek Community

GREEK
HALL

3

EMERGENCY NUMBERS:
Ambulance, Fire and Police - 000
National Security Hotline: 1800123400
Police Stations
Coober Pedy: 08 86725056
Marla: 86707020
Oodnadatta: 86707805
Coober Pedy Hospital 08 86725009
Coober Pedy School 08 86725077
District Council Coober Pedy: 86724600
Australia Post:
Coober Pedy: 86725062
Marla: 86707001
Mintabie: 86705000
Oodnadatta: 86707819

UNDERGROUND
BOOKS

John’s Pizza Bar
& Restaurant
OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM - LATE
10% Discount for Pensioners
Ph:08 8672 5561 Fax:08 8672 5537

Email: johnpizza@bigpond.com
Hutchison Street opposite Desert Cave Hotel









OUTBACK MAILRUN TOUR
Cards & Stationary
Computer Supplies
Desert Parks Agent & other tours
Maps & Books on the area
Local Information/Road report
Phone: (08) 8672 5558

Affordable

Opals
&

Souvenirs
Located in IGA MALL
OME OPENING HOURS:
Mon - Fri 7.00am - 5.00pm
Sat 7.00am - 1.00pm; Sun Closed

- OUTBACK BAR & GRILL -

EL
U
F
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• Fuel Gas Refills • General Engineering & Light Fabrication
• Industrial & Hardware Supplies • Filters all types • Hydraulic Fittings
• Oils • Bearings • V Belts • Hosing • Air Fittings • Trailer Parts
• Safety Gear • Chain Blocks • Slings • Rigging Gear • Cigweld Agent

Searle Trading Pty Ltd/ Opal Miners' Enterprises
Lot 1299 Old Water Tank Rd, Coober Pedy SA 5723
Phone: (08) 86725830 ABN: 44 761 266 367

BOLAND BACKHOE SERVICES

Local family business with a Tip truck, backhoe and bobcat
with auger attachment for hire at reasonable rates. Available
for hire to mining companies and pastoral properties

Contact Ken or Nola
Home phone (08) 86723451
Ken’s Mobile 0417828186
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